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Abstract: Optimal kernel size and shape were critical in improving the wheat yield potential and
processing quality. A traditional and conditional QTL analysis for kernel-related traits was performed
using 152 recombinant inbred lines derived from a cross between Zhongkemai 138 (ZKM138) and
Kechengmai 2, whose kernel size showed significant differences. A total of 48 traditional QTLs (LOD:
3.69–14.20) were identified, with twenty-six QTLs distributed across five genomic regions. Each
had at least one major stable QTL for kernel-related traits. We deduced from the co-location and
conditional QTL analysis results that R3D and R4B.1 primarily controlled kernel shape, while R4D,
R6A, and R6D2 primarily contributed to kernel size and the final thousand-kernel weight, potentially
providing the genetic basis for the ZKM138’s high TKW and large-kernel performance. R4D may
be involved with Rht2, and the possible regulatory effects of the other four QTL clusters are more
likely to be influenced by unknown genes. The KASP markers validated their effect on kernel-related
traits, and they were used to analyze the transmissibility and distribution of superior genotypes in
ZKM138 derivatives and global wheat cultivars, respectively. These findings may serve as a reference
for future genetic improvement of the ideal kernel morphology.

Keywords: kernel size; kernel shape; conditional QTL; thousand-kernel weight; MAS

1. Introduction

Wheat (Triticum aestivum L.) is one of the world’s most important crops, accounting
for 20% of global calorie and protein consumption (FAO, http://www.fao.org/faostat/
(accessed on 1 May 2022)). According to the prediction, a continuous increase of at least
60% in wheat production is still required to meet the rising population’s demand by
2050 [1]. As a result, wheat breeders face a significant challenge in constantly increasing
yield potential, particularly by introducing superior genes to genetically improve critical
yield-related traits.

Because of its relatively higher heritability, thousand-kernel weight (TKW), one of
three well-known yield components, is also one of the most important selection criteria
for high-yield genetic improvement during the early stages of breeding [2]. Globally, it
increased by about 2.19 g per decade during wheat varietal improvement from 1940 to
2000, playing an important role in yield increase [3]. TKW itself is also composed of several
sub-components and has a strong correlation with kernel dimensions such as kernel length
(KL), kernel width (KW), and kernel diameter (KD) [4–10].

Increases in these kernel morphological parameters can promote kernel size and seed
sink capacity, as well as seeding vigor, and thus promote final yield potential [11,12], which
may be supported by a common genetic basis with weight traits. Several TKW-related genes
have been discovered to regulate these parameters. TaGS5-3A, for example, was shown
to be a positive regulator of three kernel size components (KL, KW, and KD) and could
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increase kernel size to obtain higher kernel weight [13]. Additionally, as comprehensive
and complex quantitative traits, TKW-related QTLs are also frequently co-located with
kernel morphology-related QTLs [14]. Thus, the close relationship between final kernel
weight performance and its kernel sub-components is supported by this common genetic
basis. These genetic loci, however, do not always affect TKW by regulating all kernel
parameters. TaGW2, a well-known TKW-regulating gene, has been found to primarily
affect KW [15], while TaGASR7-A1 [16] and TaGS-D1 [17] have been shown to mainly have
a significant effect on kernel length and weight. Additionally, the regulation of a single
seed parameter will generally results in the variation of kernel shape characteristics such
as the ratio of KL to KW (LWR) and kernel roundness (KRD), which are commonly used
parameters describing kernel shape.

Kernel shape influences not only yield performance but also quality characteristics
such as milling and breaking quality [18]. Previous research has found that large, spherical
grains are better for milling [5,19,20]. Furthermore, the kernel length was found to have a
negative relationship with the test weight [21], which is a key indicator in wheat grading
and is used to evaluate the commercial value of wheat [22,23], and thus influence how
grains pack [24]. As a result of the association of kernel morphological parameters with
both yield-related traits (such as TKW) and quality-related traits (such as milling rate),
artificial selection for kernel-related traits (KRTs), particularly in early generations using
marker-assisted selection (MAS), may contribute to yield and end-use quality improvement
in wheat breeding programs.

With the advancement of wheat genome research, multiple molecular markers for
wheat genetic mapping and molecular breeding have been developed, including the early
RFLP, EST, and SSR markers and the current widely used SNP markers. Several wheat SNP
arrays, such as 660K, 90K, 55K, 50K, and so on [14,25–29], have been developed to efficiently
construct high density genetic maps and identify crucial QTLs. These SNP-linked loci
generally need to be transferred as KASP or CAPS markers to be more easily validated and
applied in common labs, which have been of great assistance in wheat genetic improvement.
Until now, kernel-related QTLs have been extensively studied and discovered across all
21 wheat chromosomes [4–10,14,30]. Because of the tight correlation between these KRTs,
co-location was very common but not always, indicating the existence of loci for controlling
only one or several specific traits. As a result, it inspires us to use these loci, which control
only a single or few seed traits, for targeted selection and genetic improvement of ideal
kernel morphology with optimum kernel size and shape, even without affecting grain
weight performance, in order to obtain better commercial wheat grains. This is due to
the need to clarify the specific contribution of each locus to different grain traits and
final grain weight, which generally necessitates specific validation of the gene function
following cloning.

The reason–cause conditional QTL analysis can characterize the contribution of each
relevant trait to the expression of a single QTL, which can provide valuable information for
gene function prediction and candidate gene screening, as well as dissect the relationship
of multiple related traits at the individual QTL level in advance [6,31–36].

Based on a genetic linkage map constructed using the Wheat55K SNP array, a recom-
binant inbred line (RIL) population derived from two parents with a significant difference
in kernel performance was used to detect traditional and conditional QTL analysis for
kernel-related traits [29]. The following were the primary goals: (1) identifying stable
and robust QTL controlling kernel-related traits; (2) analyzing the critical genetic basis
underlying the contribution of kernel components to kernel size shape at the QTL level;
(3) providing molecular markers to efficiently track the target loci for fine mapping and
molecular breeding.
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2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Plant Materials and Field Trials

An F6:7 recombinant inbred line (RIL) population of 152 lines derived from a cross
between varieties Zhongkemai 138 (ZKM138) and Kechengmai 2 (KC2) (indicated as ZK-
RILs) was used in this study to investigate the genetic basis of kernel-related traits. ZKM138
was a high TKW and large-kernel variety. The significant difference in kernel characteristics
between parents (Figure 1) could be attributed to the different genetic background.
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Figure 1. Grain size variation between Zhongkemai138 and Kechengmai2.

ZK-RILs and their parents were evaluated in a total of eight environments (year
location) in Chengdu and Deyang in 2016–2017, 2017–2018, 2018–2019, and 2019–2020,
and designated as E1, E2, E3, E4, E5, E6, E7, and E8, respectively. For each of the eight
environments, the materials were planted in two replicated blocks. Each block had two
rows that were 1.5–2 m long and 0.25 m apart, with 20–40 seeds planted evenly in each row.
In each of the trials, all of the recommended agronomic practices were implemented.

2.2. Phenotypic Evaluation and Statistical Analysis

In this study, nine kernel-related traits were evaluated: thousand-grain weight (TKW),
kernel length (KL), kernel width (KW), kernel diameter (KD), kernel surface area (KA),
kernel perimeter (KP), the ratio of KL to KW (LWR), kernel roundness (KRD), and the
form-density factor (FFD). At physiological maturity, three to six representative plants
in the center of the rows were randomly sampled in each block for phenotypic evalu-
ation. KL, KW, KD, KA, KP, KRD, and TKW were evaluated using the WSeen SC-G
Instrument Analysis System (Zhejiang, China). LWR = KL/KW was used to calculate the
kernel length-width ratio (LWR). To describe variations in grain structure (density) and
shape deviation from a cylindrical form, the form-density factor (FFD) was calculated as
FFD = TKW/(KL × KW) [37]. KL, KW, and KD, three basic components for kernel size
and shape, were designated as kernel components (KCs) in this study; two traits, KA and
KP, representing kernel size, were designated as kernel size related traits (KSizeRTs); and
three parameters describing kernel shape, LWR, KRD, and FFD, were designated as kernel
shape-related traits (KShapeRTs).

GenStat 19th software was used to perform statistical analysis on the set of predicted
genotype means (Best Linear Unbiased Predictors, BLUP) for all measured traits (VSN
International, Hemel Hempstead, UK). For further analysis, nine datasets were used,
including E1-E8 data and BLUP data (B). Pearson correlation was used to analyze the
relationship between the traits, and the results were presented using TBtools [38].

2.3. QTL Analysis

The software QGAStation 2.0 [31] (http://ibi.zju.edu.cn/software/qga/ (accessed on
1 March 2021)) was used to calculate the conditional phenotypic values T1|T2, where T1|T2
indicated that the net genetic variation of T1 was independent of T2, e.g., KA|KW: kernel
surface area being conditioned on kernel width, indicating that the effect of KW on KA
was removed. In order to discuss the contributions of three basic kernel components (KL,
KW and KD) to kernel size (KA and KP) and shape (LWR, KRD and FFD), 15 conditional
phenotype value data of KSizeRTs|KCs (KA|KL, KA|KW, KA|KD, KP|KL, KP|KW

http://ibi.zju.edu.cn/software/qga/
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and KP|KD) and KShapeRTs|KCs (LWR|KL, LWR|KW, LWR|KD, KRD|KL, KRD|KW,
KRD|KD, FFD|KL, FFD|KW and FFD|KD) were calculated and used to conditional QTL
analysis in this study. The measured and the conditional phenotype values were used
for QTL analysis which were designated as traditional QTL analysis and conditional QTL
analysis, respectively.

The genetic map of ZK-RILs used in this study to detect the QTL was built using
11,454 SNP markers from the Wheat55K SNP array and 15 KASP markers. This origin map
contained 11,469 loci in total. In this study, 1471 markers were chosen to represent each bin
and were used for QTL mapping. The current map spans 2154.65 cM and has an average
density of one marker per 1.46 cM across 27 linkages on 21 chromosomes (chromosomes 1D,
3A and 6D contained three linkages). The previous study provided additional information
in detail of this map [29].

The traditional phenotype values of KCs (KL, KW, and KD), KSizeRTs (KA and KP),
and KShapeRTs (LWR, KRD, and FFD), as well as the conditional phenotype values for
KSizeRTs|KCs and KShapeRTs|KCs in all datasets, were used to detect QTL by inclusive
composite interval mapping (ICIM) performed by IciMapping 4.1 [39] The walking speed
for all QTL was set to 1.0 cM, and the p-value inclusion threshold was set to 0.001. After
1000 permutation tests (p = 0.05), the LOD score of 3.42 was selected to declare the presence
of a putative QTL. Furthermore, the major QTL was defined as a QTL with a LOD value
greater than 5.0 and a phenotypic variance contribution greater than 10% (on average); the
stable QTL was defined as a QTL that could be detected in at least three environments.
QTL sharing the confidence interval were considered to be a “cosegregation” QTL in the
clustered genomic region among different traits.

2.4. Development of Kompetitive Allele-Specific PCR (KASP) Markers

KASP markers (Table S1) were developed on websites https://galaxy.triticeaetoolbox.
org/ (accessed on 1 May 2022) to validate the target loci in this study, based on the SNP
information from the comparison of the re-sequencing data (data not shown) of ZKM138
and KCM2. The SNP information, including position and polymorphism between these
two parents were collected to develop markers. Primer synthesis was conducted by
Tsingke Biotechnology Co., Ltd. (Chengdu, China, https://tsingke.com.cn/ (accessed
on 1 March 2021)). The amplification for KASP markers were carried out with KASP-TF
V4.0 2× Master Mix (LGC Genomics, Hoddeson, UK) according to the manufacturer’s
instructions. The reaction conditions and systems of the polymerase chain reaction (PCR)
system were conducted according to a previous report [40].

3. Results
3.1. Phenotypic Evaluation and Correlation Analysis

In all environments, ZKM138 performed significantly bigger kernel components (KL,
KW and KD) and kernel size (KA and KP) than those of KCM2 as expected, while it showed
relatively similar LWR and KRD with KCM2, indicating that two parents produced obvious
differences in kernel size but similar kernel shape (Figure 1; Table S2). In the ZK-RIL
population (Figure 2, Table S2), all kernel-related traits exhibited approximately continuous
variation and transgressive segregation in both high and low sides, indicating that alleles
with positive effects were contributed by both parents. Additionally, the absolute values
of skewness and kurtosis were almost <1 (Table S2), indicating that the phenotypic data
were approximately normally distributed in this population. Heritability ranged from
60.92 to 87.87% (Table S2), indicating the genetic factors were the major controllers for
these traits.

https://galaxy.triticeaetoolbox.org/
https://galaxy.triticeaetoolbox.org/
https://tsingke.com.cn/
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Figure 2. Phenotypic performances, distribution, and correlation coefficients of thousand-grain
weight (TKW), kernel length (KL), kernel width (KW), kernel diameter (KD), kernel surface area (KA),
kernel perimeter (KP), the ratio of KL and KW (LWR), kernel roundness (KRD) and the form-density
factor (FFD) in the ZK-RILs based on the BLUP data. *, ** and *** represent significance at p < 0.05,
p < 0.01 and p < 0.001, respectively.

The correlation among these kernel-related traits and their connection with TKW
were presented in Figure 2. Three KCs were found to have a positive correlation with one
another. KW, on the other hand, had a significantly higher correlation coefficient with KD
(r = 0.85, p < 0.001) and a relatively lower correlation coefficient with KL (r = 0.19, p < 0.05),
indicating a possible genetic basis for distinct kernel dimensional formation. For these
KSizeRTs or KShapeRTs, they also performed the significant correlation between each other.
Among them, FFD was positively correlated with KRD (r = 0.68) but negatively correlated
with LWR (r = −0.71).

For the correlation between KCs and KSizeRTs, the obvious stronger connection
between KL and KP (r = 0.93) as well as between KD and KA (r = 1.00) was observed than
other pairwise traits, implying that KL and KD might have a significant contribution to KP
and KA, respectively. For the correlation between KCs and KShapeRTs, the more significant
correlation between KW and the KShapeRTs (LWR, KRD and FFD) was observed (r = −0.76
for KW-LWR, 0.73 for KW-KRD and 0.81 for KW-FFD) than KL- or KD-KShapeRTs. It
was indicated that KW might affect kernel shape more, while KL and KD seemed to have
higher impact on kernel size in this population. Additionally, the relatively low correlation
coefficients between KSizeRTs and KShapeRTs were noticed, indicating their possible
independent genetic basis.

Furthermore, with the exception of LWR, all of the other seven kernel traits showed
a positive correlation with final TKW. TKW-KD (r = 0.94) and TKW-KW (r = 0.91) corre-
lation coefficients were clearly higher than TKW-KL (r = 0.48), indicating that KD or KW
contributed more to TKW formation than KL and that the regulating systems of these three
KCs on TKW were also possibly relatively independent. Among the KSizeRTs, KA had a
higher correlation coefficient with TKW than KP, and among the KShapeRTs, FFD had the
highest correlation coefficient with TKW, suggesting that they might be the most important
predictive parameters for TKW.
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3.2. Traditional QTL Analysis

For traditional QTL detection, a total of 48 QTLs for the eight kernel characteristics
(Table 1) were detected by IciMapping 4.1, distributed on 13 chromosomes, i.e., chromo-
somes 1A, 1B, 2A, 3B, 3D, 4A, 4B, 4D, 5D, 6A, 6D, 7A and 7B, with QTL phenotypic
variations ranging from 4.53% to 14.77% and a LOD value of 3.69–14.20. Among these
48 QTLs, 20 could be detected at least three different environments and thus were stable
QTLs. A total of 17 QTLs were major QTL, and 14 of them were major stable QTLs.

Table 1. The QTLs detected by traditional QTL analysis in this study.

Traits QTLs Environments Linkages Marker Intervals LOD PVE(%) Add Confidence
Intervals

KL (mm)

QKl.cib-3B E2,E3,E4,E5,E6,E8,B 3B AX-108855934—AX-
109984220 4.74 6.45 −0.07 79.50–81.00

QKl.cib-3D E2,E3,E4,E5,E6,E8,B 3D AX-110950126—AX-
109730385 8.14 12.38 −0.10 12.50–16.50

QKl.cib-6A E2,E3,E4,E5,E6,E8,B 6A AX-110955892—AX-
110396610 4.40 6.02 0.07 48.50–50.50

QKl.cib-6D2 E2,E3,E4,E5,E6,E8,B 6D2 AX-110261831—
KASP14803 6.86 10.21 0.09 5.50–9.50

KW (mm)

QKw.cib-3D E2,E4,E7 3D AX-110234451—AX-
108754018 4.17 6.93 0.05 0–6.50

QKw.cib-4B E1,E2,E3,E4,E6,E7,E8,B 4B AX-109294476—AX-
111176263 6.72 11.77 −0.06 13.50–20.50

QKw.cib-4D E1,E2,E3,E4,E5,E6,E7,E8,B 4D Rht2—AX-108905056 7.32 13.88 0.06 30.50–45.50

QKw.cib-6A.1 E7 6A AX-110423063—AX-
110607111 3.91 6.02 0.04 26.50–32.50

QKw.cib-6A.2 E1,E2,E3,E6,E8,B 6A AX-110955892—AX-
110396610 6.06 9.86 0.05 48.50–50.50

KD (mm)

QKd.cib-1A E7 1A AX-110963581—AX-
108804089 3.81 5.92 −0.04 0–1.50

QKd.cib-4A E8 4A AX-109926421—AX-
111508583 5.12 8.55 0.05 75.50–77.50

QKd.cib-4B E2 4B AX-109294476—AX-
111176263 3.86 5.94 −0.04 13.50–20.50

QKd.cib-4D E1,E2,E3,E4,E5,E6,E7,E8,B 4D Rht2—AX-108905056 5.27 11.46 0.06 29.50–44.50

QKd.cib-6A E1,E2,E3,E4,E5,E6,E7,E8,B 6A AX-110955892—AX-
110396610 6.75 12.39 0.06 48.50–50.50

KA (mm2)

QKa.cib-1A E4 1A AX-110963581—AX-
108804089 4.73 6.78 −0.34 0–2.50

QKa.cib-4A E8 4A AX-109926421—AX-
111508583 4.87 8.21 0.34 75.50–77.50

QKa.cib-4B E2,E4 4B AX-94790546—AX-
111176263 4.01 5.84 −0.32 13.50–19.50

QKa.cib-4D E1,E2,E3,E4,E5,E6,E7,E8,B 4D Rht2—AX-108905056 5.29 11.62 0.43 27.50–44.50

QKa.cib-6A E1,E2,E3,E4,E5,E6,E7,E8,B 6A AX-110955892—AX-
110396610 6.28 11.82 0.41 48.50–50.50

KP (mm)

QKp.cib-3D E3,E6,E8 3D AX-110950126—AX-
109730385 3.92 6.58 −0.16 12.50–17.50

QKp.cib-4D E4,E5,E6,E7 4D AX-111494342—Rht2 3.93 8.74 0.18 21.50–35.50

QKp.cib-6A E1,E2,E3,E4,E5,E6,E7,E8,B 6A AX-110955892—AX-
110396610 5.59 9.54 0.18 48.50–50.50

QKp.cib-6D2 E1,E2,E3,E6,E8,B 6D2 AX-110261831—
KASP14803 4.45 7.58 0.16 2.50–9.50
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Table 1. Cont.

Traits QTLs Environments Linkages Marker Intervals LOD PVE(%) Add Confidence
Intervals

LWR

QLwr.cib-2A E1,E7 2A AX-111042596—AX-
110433540 3.87 7.31 −0.03 1.50–3.50

QLwr.cib-3D E1,E2,E3,E4,E5,E6,E7,E8,B 3D AX-110234451—AX-
110950126 6.70 12.13 −0.04 0–15.50

QLwr.cib-4B.1 E1,E2,E3,E4,E5,E6,E7,E8,B 4B AX-111640796—AX-
111176263 5.85 11.34 0.04 12.50–25.50

QLwr.cib-4B.2 E2 4B AX-108828132—AX-
110103911 4.06 6.51 0.03 28.50–29.50

QLwr.cib-4D E2,E4,B 4D Rht2—AX-108905056 5.40 10.29 −0.04 31.50–45.50

QLwr.cib-5D E4,E5,B 5D AX-89591395—AX-
111019979 4.91 6.95 −0.03 96.50–97.50

QLwr.cib-6A E5 6A AX-110561762—
KASP13603 14.20 14.63 0.05 1.50–2.50

QLwr.cib-7A E2 7A AX-110529210—AX-
110925530 4.12 7.00 0.03 94.50–99.50

KRD

QKrd.cib-2A E4 2A AX-111042596—AX-
110433540 3.96 7.58 0.01 0–3.50

QKrd.cib-3D E1,E3,E4,E5,E6,E7,E8,B 3D AX-110234451—AX-
108891293 7.82 14.77 0.01 0–15.50

QKrd.cib-4B.1 E1,E2,E4,E7,E8 4B AX-109909153—AX-
110938398 6.62 12.03 −0.01 13.50–23.50

QKrd.cib-4B.2 E2,E3 4B AX-94425728—AX-
110103911 4.34 6.71 −0.01 26.50–29.50

QKrd.cib-4D.1 E2,E7 4D Rht2—AX-108905056 6.63 11.28 0.01 31.50–43.50

QKrd.cib-4D.2 E5 4D AX-89617545—AX-
108742747 3.91 5.60 0.01 70.50–77.50

QKrd.cib-5A E6,E8,B 5A AX-110587222—AX-
110644627 3.69 7.58 −0.01 0–10.50

QKrd.cib-5D.1 E5 5D AX-111512534—AX-
89633041 4.04 7.53 −0.01 58.50–60.50

QKrd.cib-5D.2 E3,E5,E6 5D AX-89591395—AX-
111019979 3.95 8.27 0.01 96.50–98.50

QKrd.cib-7A E2 7A AX-110529210—AX-
110925530 4.13 7.14 −0.01 94.50–99.50

FFD

QFfd.cib-2A E8 2A AX-110562886—AX-
110919081 6.58 9.04 0.05 8.50–9.50

QFfd.cib-2D E8 2D AX-109998182—AX-
109330666 3.90 4.53 −0.04 68.50–70.50

QFfd.cib-3B E4 3B AX-109911340—AX-
111536910 3.79 8.95 0.03 75.50–77.50

QFfd.cib-4B E1,E2,E8,B 4B AX-109294476—AX-
111176263 6.57 10.57 −0.05 15.50–22.50

QFfd.cib-4D E1,E2,E7,B 4D Rht2—AX-108905056 5.09 11.28 0.05 32.50–48.50

QFfd.cib-6A E2,B 6A AX-110955892—AX-
110396610 4.30 6.76 0.04 48.50–50.50

QFfd.cib-7B E8 7B AX-94611818—AX-
109976283 5.72 9.27 0.05 77.50–83.50

Note: The QTL in bold type are defined as major QTL; the QTL underlined are defined as stable QTL; the positive
additive effect indicates the ZKM138-derived alleles increasing the corresponding traits; the negative additive
effectindicates the KCM2-derived alleles increasing the corresponding traits. B indicates the QTL that is significant
in the BLUP dataset.

3.2.1. The Traditional QTL for Kernel Components (KCs)

Fourteen traditional QTL for three KCs were identified in this study (four for KL, five
for KW and six for KD), and six and ten of them were major and stable QTL, respectively
(Table 1). Among them, two stable QTL for KL, QKl.cib-3D and QKl.cib-6D2 explained
12.38% and 10.21% of the KL variation, with a LOD value of 8.14 and 6.86, respectively,
and thus were major and stable QTLs (defined as major stable QTL). At both of these loci,
ZKM138-derived alleles had favorable effect on all the corresponding KCs. For KW, two
major stable QTLs (QKw.cib-4B and QKw.cib-4D) explained 11.77% and 13.88% of the KW
variation, with a LOD value of 6.72 and 7.32, respectively. The ZKM138-derived alleles
increased KW at the locus of QKw.cib-4D while decreasing KW at the locus of QKw.cib-4B.
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The major stable QTLs for KD, QKd.cib-4D and QKd.cib-6A, could be repeatedly identified in
all datasets, with the PVE of 11.62% and 11.82% and LOD value of 5.29 and 6.28, respectively.
At these two loci, the superior alleles increasing KD were both contributed by the large-
kernel parent, ZKM138. Additionally, it is noticeable that the major stable QTL QKd.cib-6A
were co-located with two stable QTLs for KL and KW (QKl.cib-6A and QKw.cib-6A.2) in
the AX-110955892—AX-110396610 interval on chromosome 6A. Additionally, in the region
around Rht2 on chromosome 4D, two major stable QTLs for KW and KD, QKw.cib-4D and
QKd.cib-4D, were clustered. At these both loci, ZKM138-derived alleles had favorable effect
on all the corresponding KCs.

3.2.2. The Traditional QTL for Kernel Size Related Traits (KSzieRTs)

Ten QTLs were identified for KA and KP, including two major QTLs and six stable
QTLs (Table 1). For KA, two major stable QTLs and three minor QTLs were detected, while
four identified QTLs for KP were all stable QTL. Among them, besides QKp.cib-4D and
QKp.cib-6A, two clustered with QKa.cib-4D and QKa.cib-6A, respectively, as well as QKp.cib-
6D2, which could be stably significant in six datasets, all had the superior alleles increasing
KP being derived from ZKM138. In addition, another stable QTL for KP, QKp.cib-3D,
harbored the superior alleles from KCM2.

3.2.3. The Traditional QTL for Kernel Shape-Related Traits (KShapeRTs)

In total, 25 QTLs were detected for three KShapeRTs (8 for LWR, 10 for KRD and 7 for
FFD) (Table 1). The clusters on chromosomes 4B and 4D harbored loci simultaneously
affecting LWR, KRD and FFD, and the involved six QTLs (QLwr.cib-4B.1, QLwr.cib-4D,
QKrd.cib-4B.1, QKrd.cib-4D.1, QFfd.cib-4B and QFfd.cib-4D) were all major stable QTLs. The
ZKM138-derived alleles could increase LWR but decrease KRD and FFD at the locus on
4B, while decreasing LWR but increasing KRD and FFD at the locus on 4D. Additionally,
besides two loci on 4B and 4D, another three out of eight QTLs for LWR were also co-
located with QTLs for KRD, including another loci which clustered two major stable QTLs
on chromosome 3D (QLwr.cib-3D and QKrd.cib-3D), and the alleles presented the opposite
effect on these two traits.

3.3. Conditional QTL Analysis
3.3.1. The Conditional QTL Mapping for KSizeRTs Independent of a Given KC

When the effect of KCs was removed, a total of 31 loci were found for two KSizeRTs,
13 for KP and 18 for KA (Table S3). Three of the thirteen and six of the eighteen loci were
also detected by traditional QTL mapping (Table 2 and Table S3).

Table 2. The additive effect of QTLs independent of a given KC.

QTLs Change Percentage of Additive Effect
(%) when Conditioned on KL

Change Percentage of Additive Effect
(%) when Conditioned on KW

Change Percentage of Additive Effect
(%) when Conditioned on KD

QKa.cib-1A / / /
QKa.cib-4A / / /
QKa.cib-4B −12.54 / /
QKa.cib-4D −22.17 / /
QKa.cib-6A / −57.60 /
QKp.cib-3D −131.36 24.2 −45.58
QKp.cib-4D −53.4 / /
QKp.cib-6A / −28.08 /

QKp.cib-6D2 / 0 /
QLwr.cib-2A / −18.71 21.94
QLwr.cib-3D −19.7 −32.74 /

QLwr.cib-4B.1 0 −36.34 0
QLwr.cib-4B.2 / / /
QLwr.cib-4D 0 / /
QLwr.cib-5D −12.94 / /
QLwr.cib-6A −150.73 −63 /
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Table 2. Cont.

QTLs Change Percentage of Additive Effect
(%) when Conditioned on KL

Change Percentage of Additive Effect
(%) when Conditioned on KW

Change Percentage of Additive Effect
(%) when Conditioned on KD

QLwr.cib-7A / / /
QKrd.cib-2A / 14.29 22.22
QKrd.cib-3D 0 −35.44 0

QKrd.cib-4B.1 0 73.49 0
QKrd.cib-4B.2 / / /
QKrd.cib-4D.1 0.27 −168.22 −14.02
QKrd.cib-4D.2 / / /
QKrd.cib-5A / −22.97 0

QKrd.cib-5D.1 / / /
QKrd.cib-5D.2 / / /
QKrd.cib-7A / / −8
QFfd.cib-2A / −39.31 −38.73
QFfd.cib-2D / / −80.72
QFfd.cib-3B 2.9 / /
QFfd.cib-4B −4.47 −46.6 48.09
QFfd.cib-4D −2.09 / −34.41
QFfd.cib-6A 1.54 / /
QFfd.cib-7B / / /

Note: / indicates that the loci could not be detected by conditional QTL analysis.

In particular, when KA was applied to all KCs, two traditional QTLs, QKa.cib-1A and
QKa.cib-4A, were not detected, indicating that these two QTLs were most likely affected by
all three kernel components. Only when the KL effect was removed could QKa.cib-4B and
QKa.cib-4D be detected, corresponding to Locus 2 and 3 (Table S3), respectively, indicating
that they were primarily contributed by KW and KD. Furthermore, only when the influence
of KW on KA was not considered could QKa.cib-6A only be detected, corresponding to
Locus 4 (Table S3), with its additive effect being decreased by 57.60%, indicating that
QKa.cib-6A was mainly controlled by KL and KD, and also moderately contributed by KW.
Furthermore, the remaining ten loci identified by conditional QTL mapping for KA were
newly discovered, indicating that they might be repressed by KCs (Table S3).

For KP, QKp.cib-3D, corresponding to Locus 14, 22 and 29 in Table S3, could be detected
whatever the exclusion of any KCs. The change percentage, however, was different; that
is, the magnitude of the change was KL > KD > KW, implying that KL is the most likely
contributor to KP formation at this locus. When the KW and KD effects were eliminated,
QKp.cib-4D could not be identified. Both QKp.cib-6A and QKp.cib-6D2 could be detected
only when KP was conditioned on KW (Locus 25 and 26), but the additive effect of QKp.cib-
6D2 was similar, indicating that KL and KD were the major contributors for KP constituted
at both loci, and that KW partially affected KP at the locus of QKp.cib-6A but had almost
no influence on KP at the locus of QKp.cib-6D2. The corresponding KCs may suppress the
other 12 newly discovered loci by conditional QTL mapping (Table S3).

3.3.2. The Conditional QTL Mapping for KShapeRTs Independent of a Given KC

When the effect of KCs was removed, a total of 58 loci were identified for three
KShapeRTs, 20 for LWR, 23 for KRD, and 15 for FFD (Table 2 and Table S3). Additionally,
67.24% (39/58) of these loci could be identified by traditional QTL mapping.

When LWR was conditioned on KCs, three QTLs, QLwr.cib-4B.2, QLwr.cib-4D, and
QLwr.cib-7A, could no longer be detected. When the influence of KL and KW were both
excluded, two major stable QTLs, QLwr.cib-3D (corresponding to Locus 33 and 37) and
QLwr.cib-4B.1 (corresponding to Locus 39 and 47), and a minor QTL, QLwr.cib-6A (corre-
sponding to Locus 42 and 49), could be detected, implying that individual KL or KW are not
the full determinants of LWR at these three loci. However, KL and KW were the main con-
trollers for QLwr.cib-2A (corresponding to Locus 32 and 43) and QLwr.cib-5D (corresponding
to Locus 41), respectively.

When KRD was conditioned on any KC, QKrd.cib-4B.2, QKrd.cib-4D.2, QKrd.cib-5D.1,
and QKrd.cib-5D.2 were not detected. When the influence of three KCs was excluded,
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QKrd.cib-3D and QKrd.cib-4B.1 could be identified, but the change percentage of additive
effect was different. For QKrd.cib-3D, corresponding to Locus 52, 59 and 66 in Table S3, KW
might be the primary controller, given the largest change range when KRD was independent
of a given KW; and for QKrd.cib-4B.1, corresponding to Locus 53, 60 and 67 in Table S3, KL
might be the primary contributor.

Only QFfd.cib-7B could not be detected when FFD was conditioned on KCs. The major
stable QTLs, QFfd.cib-3B (corresponding to Locus 75 and 85), QFfd.cib-4B (corresponding
to Locus 76 and 87) and QFfd.cib-4D (corresponding to Locus 77 and 88), and QFfd.cib-6A
(corresponding to Locus 79), were most likely controlled by KD and KW, while QFfd.cib-2A
(corresponding to Locus 80 and 84) was primarily contributed by KL.

3.4. QTL Hot Regions for KRTs

According to the traditional QTL mapping results, 11 genomic regions on chro-
mosomes 1A, 2D, 3B, 4A, 4B, 4D, 5D, 6A, and 6D had two or more QTLs (Figure 3;
Table 3). Only five of them, R3D, R4B.1, R4D, R6A, and R6D2, involved 26 QTLs and
each had at least one major stable QTL, possibly contributing more genetic controlling to
the kernel characteristics.
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Figure 3. Five regions harboring stable major QTLs in this study. The solid rectangle indicates
the ZKM138-derived alleles increasing the corresponding traits; the blank rectangle indicates the
KCM2-derived alleles increasing the corresponding traits. The QTL in bold indicates the major QTL.
The parentheticals following the QTL names indicate the datasets in which they were detected. The
red segments highlighted on the chromosomes indicate the putative CI range of this region.
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Table 3. Eleven genomic regions harboring two or more QTLs in this study.

Genomic
Regions Chromosomes Markers Intervals Intervals

(cM) Physical Location (bp) Involved QTLs

R1A 1A AX-110963581—AX-108804089 0–2.50 0–14,167,187 QKd.cib-1A (1, −), QKa.cib-1A (1, −)
R2D 2D AX-111042596—AX-110433540 0–3.50 317,84,518–358,91,228 QLwr.cib-2A (2, −), QKrd.cib-2A (1, +)
R3B 3B AX-109911340—AX-109984220 77.50–81.50 818,890,758–820,411,093 QKl.cib-3B (7, −), QFfd.cib-3B

R3D 3D AX-110234451—AX-109730385 0–17.50 0–452,409,067
QKl.cib-3D (7, −), QKw.cib-3D (3, +),
QKp.cib-3D (3, −), QLwr.cib-3D (9,

−), QKrd.cib-3D (8, +)
R4A 4A AX-109926421—AX-111508583 75.50–77.50 684,899,178–685,743,278 QKd.cib-4A (1, +), QKa.cib-4A (1, +)

R4B.1 4B AX-111640796—AX-111176263 12.50–25.50 12,536,661–41,550,962

QKw.cib-4B (8, −), QKd.cib-4B (1, −),
QKa.cib-4B (2, −), QLwr.cib-4B.1 (9,

+), QKrd.cib-4B.1 (5, −), QFfd.cib-4B
(4, −)

R4B.2 4B AX-94425728—AX-110103911 26.50–29.50 103,527,224–361,732,573 QKrd.cib-4B.2 (2, −), QLwr.cib-4B.2
(1, +),

R4D 4D Rht2—AX-108905056 27.50–48.50 18,781,000–54,131,805

QKw.cib-4D (9, +), QKd.cib-4D (9, +),
QKa.cib-4D (9, +), QKp.cib-4D (4, +),
QLwr.cib-4D.1 (3, −), QKrd.cib-4D.1

(2, +), QFfd.cib-4D (4, +)

R5D 5D AX-89591395—AX-111019979 96.50–98.50 290,069,021–304,497,167 QLwr.cib-5D (3, −), QKrd.cib-5D.2
(3, +)

R6A 6A AX-110955892—AX-110396610 48.50–50.50 268,089,973–322,766,933
QKl.cib-6A (7, +), QKw.cib-6A.2 (6, +),
QKd.cib-6A (9, +), QKa.cib-6A (9, +),
QKp.cib-6A (9, +), QFfd.cib-6A (2, +),

R6D2 6D2 AX-110261831—KASP14803 2.50–9.50 75,878,004–89,262,056 QKl.cib-6D2 (9, +), QKp.cib-6D2 (6, +)

Note: The QTLs in bold are the major QTLs. The underlined QTLs are the stable QTLs which could be repeatedly
detected at least three different environments by IciMapping 4.1. The number in the parentheses indicate the sum
of datasets in which the corresponding QTLs are significant. The “+” in the parentheses indicates that ZKM138
allele increases the corresponding traits. The “−” in the parenthesis indicates that KCM2 allele increases the
corresponding traits.

R3D included two KC QTLs (QKl.cib-3D and QKw.cib-3D), one KSMT QTL (QKp.cib-
3D), and two KMRT QTLs (QLwr.cib-3D and QKrd.cib-3D). It was noticeable that the positive
additive effect of QKl.cib-3D and QKw.cib-3D in this region were derived from different
parents, that is, ZKM138-derived alleles decreased KL but increased KW in this region; thus,
the LWR and KRD were decreased and increased accordingly, indicating that this region
may relate to the possible coordinated development of KL and KW, and thus, this region
was the crucial genetic basis for kernel shape. The major stable QTL for KW (QKw.cib-4B)
was also clustered with three major stable QTL for KShapeRTs (QLwr.cib-4B.1, QKrd.cib-4B.1,
and QFfd.cib-4B) for R4B.1, and ZKM138-derived allele decreased KW and KRD. R4B.1, like
R3D, is a critical region that primarily controls grain morphology. The difference is that
R4B.1 may influence kernel morphology by regulating kernel width, whereas R3D may
simultaneously control the balance of kernel length and width. R4D involved three major
stable QTLs that were detectable in all datasets, including two KC QTLs (QKw.cib-4D and
QKd.cib-4D) and one KA QTL (QKa.cib-4D). The superior alleles that stably increased kernel
size were ZKM138-derived alleles.

The stable QTLs for R6A included all measured KCs (KL, KW, and KD) and KSRTs
(KA and KP), including three QTLs that were significant across all datasets (QKd.cib-6A,
QKa.cib-6A and QKp.cib-6A). QKd.cib-6A and QKa.cib-6A were major stable QTLs among
them. Interestingly, ZKM138-derived alleles increased all of the corresponding traits in
this region, which could explain ZKM138’s high TKW and large-kernel performance. Only
the major stable QTL for KL (QKl.cib-6D2) and a stable QTL for KP (QKp.cib-6D2) were
clustered for R6D2, which were detected in all nine and six datasets, respectively, and
ZKM138-derived alleles also increased KL and KP, indicating that this region may regulate
kernel size primarily through affect the kernel length.

In contrast to R3D and R4B.1, which contributed significantly to kernel shape, R4D,
R6A, and R6D2 were more likely the regions that primarily controlled kernel size.
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3.5. Validation of the Target Loci by Markers

Based on the candidate genomic information from the re-sequencing results for
ZKM138 and KCM2, we developed the linked KASP markers (Table S1) KASP3D32 and
KASP4B61 for R3D and R4B.1, respectively, to track the crucial region providing genetic
basis to kernel characteristics. Additionally, according to previous reports, R6A may harbor
a reported QTL for TKW [14], with KASP6A-2121 as its corresponding linked marker. We
checked whether KASP3D32, KASP4B61, and KASP6A-2121 could be flanking markers or
be located in the confidence interval of the QTLs after integrating them into the genetic
map and re-QTL mapping for these measured traits. These five markers, when combined
with the flanking markers of R4D and R6D2, namely Rht2 and KASP14803, were used to
genotype the ZK-RILs and validate the effect of five crucial regions on the kernel traits.

According to Table 4, “A” genotype indicated the ZKM138-genotypes, and “B” geno-
type indicated the KCM2-genotypes. In R3D, lines with the KCM2-genotype had signifi-
cantly longer and narrower kernels, as well as higher LWR than lines with the ZKM138-
genotype. For R4B.1, lines with the KCM2-genotype had a wider kernel and a higher KRD
than lines with the ZKM138-genotype. Additionally, there is no noticeable difference in
TKW between two genotypes classified by two regions. However, when the genotypes were
classified by three markers representing R4D, R6A, and R6D2, they showed a significant
difference in TKW and almost kernel size traits, but no difference in kernel LWR and KRD,
as expected. Additionally, ZKM138-genotypes showed the highest TKW and biggest kernel
for all three regions.

Table 4. The validation of the crucial regions for TKW and kernel-related traits.

Traits
Geno-
types

R3D R4B.1 R4D R6A R6D2

Num
-bers

Aver
-age

Signi-
ficance

Num
-bers

Aver
-age

Signi-
ficance

Num
-bers

Aver
-age

Signi-
ficance

Num
-bers

Aver
-age

Signi-
ficance

Num
-bers

Aver
-age

Signi-
ficance

TKW
(g)

A 61 48.18 73 47.10 97 48.42 *** 89 48.40 ** 74 48.30 *
B 71 47.15 68 48.14 50 45.72 58 46.29 63 46.57

KL
(mm)

A 61 6.89 ** 73 6.91 97 6.97 * 89 7.18 * 74 7.00 **
B 71 7.02 68 6.90 50 6.90 58 6.91 63 6.88

KW
(mm)

A 61 3.44 ** 73 3.36 ** 97 3.43 ** 89 3.42 ** 74 3.41
B 71 3.37 68 3.44 50 3.34 58 3.36 63 3.38

KD
(mm)

A 61 4.89 73 4.87 97 4.91 *** 89 4.91 ** 74 4.90 *
B 71 4.88 68 4.89 50 4.82 58 4.84 63 4.84

KA
(mm2)

A 61 19.07 73 18.97 97 19.20 *** 89 19.21 ** 74 19.18 *
B 71 19.01 68 19.08 50 18.56 58 18.69 63 18.74

KP
(mm)

A 61 17.64 73 17.77 97 17.78 ** 89 17.79 * 74 17.81 **
B 71 17.80 68 17.66 50 17.53 58 17.58 63 17.55

LWR
A 61 2.03 *** 73 2.12 *** 97 2.07 89 2.07 74 2.09
B 71 2.12 68 2.04 50 2.10 58 2.09 63 2.07

KRD
A 61 0.50 *** 73 0.48 *** 97 0.50 89 0.50 74 0.49
B 71 0.48 68 0.50 50 0.49 58 0.49 63 0.50

FFD
A 61 2.03 ** 73 1.99 ** 97 2.03 ** 89 2.03 * 74 2.02
B 71 1.99 68 2.03 50 1.98 58 1.99 63 2.00

Note: The genotype A and B indicates that the genotype same with ZKM138 and KCM2, respectively. *, ** and ***
indicates the significance between two genotypes at 0.05, 0.01 and 0.001 level, respectively.

3.6. The Transmissibility and Distribution of R3D, R4B.1 and R6D2

ZKM138 has been an important backbone parent during our lab’s breeding process
and derived several varieties and stable lines. As previously stated, R3D, R4B.1, and R6D2
were three notable regions with stable robust and putative crucial kernel-related QTLs that
were consistently detected across all environments, which more likely harbored unknown
and also undiscussed genes for KRTs. The transmissibility of elite genotypes among 89
derivatives of ZKM138 (Table 5) was further analyzed using associated developed KASP
markers to assess their potential for breeding selection.
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Table 5. The genotype distribution of R3D, R4B.1 and R6D2 in the derivatives of ZKM138 and
global varieties.

Genotypes
of ZKM138-
Derivatives

KASP3D32 KASP4B61 KASP14803
Genotypes
of Global
Varieties

KASP3D32 KASP4B61 KASP14803

Numbers of
genotype

A 85 79 83 Numbers of
genotype

A 201 135 248
B 0 6 3 B 104 93 72

Percentage of
genotypes (%)

A 100.00 92.94 96.51 Percentage of
genotypes (%)

A 65.90 59.21 77.50
B 0 6.06 3.01 B 34.10 40.79 22.50

Note: KASP3D32, KASP4B61 and KASP14803 were used to validate and represent the genotype of R3D, R4B.1 and
R6D2 in this study. The genotype A and B indicates that the genotype same with ZKM138 and KCM2, respectively.

As shown in Table 5, the R6D2 markers for kernel size and TKW had a high trans-
missibility of 96.51%, indicating that the elite contribution of ZKM138 to kernel traits
was strongly passively selected during our breeding process. TKW was unaffected by
two regions, R3D and R4B.1, which primarily affect kernel shape, with ZKM138-derived
alleles possibly increasing and decreasing LWR, respectively. However, they had high
transmissibility of 100% and 92.94%, respectively, indicating that these two regions might
have no obvious negative effect on wheat, and could even be related to other undiscovered
“concomitant” traits that might be the selective parameters during the artificial selection
process, allowing them both to be screened and reserved in the derivatives with such a
high percentage.

In addition, to further determine whether the distribution and application of the
genotypes and their corresponding markers for R3D, R4B.1 and R6D2 in this study, we
used these three markers (KASP3D32, KASP4B61, and KASP14803) to investigate the
distribution of this genotype in 325 global wheat varieties (Table S4). Additionally, the “A”
genotype varieties accounted for 65.90%, 59.21%, and 77.50% of the total (Table 5). These
allele distribution results among these materials could be used as a reference in the future
to select material used for genetic improvement of yield via MAS.

4. Discussion

A large number of QTL mapping studies for both kernel size- and shape-related traits
have been conducted to determine the underlying genetic relationship between kernel
morphology and kernel-dimension components at the QTL level [4–10]. In most studies, the
genetic associations of two QTLs for pairwise correlated traits were determined primarily
based on whether these QTLs were co-located [6]. The majority of co-located QTLs in
this study also generally controlled the strongly related traits. The co-located loci for the
well-known negatively correlated traits LWR and KRD, for example, were found in multiple
genomic regions, including R2A, R3D, R4B.1, R4B.2, R4D, and R5D (Table 3), while the
co-located loci for the strongly positively correlated KA and KD were found in R1A, R4A,
R4B, R4D, and R6A. These co-located loci might provide strong support for the KA-KD
(r = 1.00) and LWR-KRD (r = −0.99) correlations (Figure 2).

However, if based only on the co-location results, it was difficult to determine the
precise and comprehensive correlation between these related traits [6,32]. The multivariate
conditional analysis was proposed to dissect the contribution of the causal traits (here
referred to as component traits) to a complex result trait and their relationship at the QTL
level [41]. A comparison of traditional and conditional QTLs in this study enables us to
understand the genetic control system between the kernel morphological traits and their
related components at the individual QTL level. When performing conditional QTL analysis
on KA conditioned on KL (KA|KL), for example, there were four possible outcomes: (1) a
QTL detected by the traditional method could be identified with a similar or even equal
additive effect, indicating that this QTL for KA expressed independently for the given trait
KL; (2) a QTL detected by the traditional QTL mapping could be detected with either a
greatly reduced or a greatly increased additive effect, suggesting that this QTL for KA was
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partially, but not completely, correlated with KL; (3) a traditional QTL detected could not be
identified totally, indicating that this QTL for KA was entirely contributed by KL; (4) a new
QTL determined significant by the conditional mapping, which means that the expression
of the QTL for KA was completely suppressed by KL, and thus, the effects could only be
identified by eliminating the influence of KL [6]. These kernel morphological traits were
complex traits composed of sub-components and influenced primarily by their components.
Given that QTLs for different KCs were frequently found to be co-located with these major
stable QTLs for KSizeRTs and KShapeRTs in this study, the actual contribution of each
causal trait to these interested loci was assessed using conditional QTL analysis in this
study (Table 1, Table 3 and Table S3). We observed that almost the expression of all the
major stable QTLs either for kernel size or for kernel shape were not simultaneously due to
the variation in all the three KCs here, i.e., KL, KW and KD (Table 1, Table 3 and Table S3),
indicating that the contribution of individual KCs was different for each QTL and might
have distinguished controlling mechanisms. Even though QLwr.cib-3D and QKrd.cib-3D
were co-located with QKl.cib-3D and QKw.cib-3D, it appeared that KL and KW were the
major traits affecting kernel shape at this region. According to the conditional QTL analysis,
we could see that QLwr.cib-3D was also completely contributed by KD (Table 2), which was
not detected as a co-located QTL for KD here, implying that the conditional QTL analysis
could provide more information to uncover the complex regulation among different traits
at individual loci [6]. Unlike R3D, for R4B, another region mainly affecting kernel shape
in this study, two QTLs for KW and KD, QKw.cib-4B and QKd.cib-4B, were clustered, and
the less contribution of KL to kernel shape-related QTLs (QLwr.cib-4B.1, QKrd.cib-4B.1 and
QFfd.cib-4B) were indeed observed by conditional analysis as expected (Table 2). However,
there were still differences in three KShapeRTs QTLs; that is, the variation of KW were
the only major contributor to the QLwr.cib-4B.1, QKrd.cib-4B.1, but KW and KD were two
contributors to QFfd.cib-4B.

Similarly, for the three regions that primarily control kernel size, R4D, R6A, and R6D,
we could deduce that KW and KD were the primary controllers for QKa.cib-4D and QKp.cib-
4D, and that KL and KD primarily affected QKp.cib-6D2. Interestingly, even though all
three KCs affected QKa.cib-6A and QKp.cib-6A in R6A, the contributions of KL and KD were
greater than those of KW. Previous research at this locus found a major stable QTL for TKW
(QTgw.cib-6A) and other stable QTLs for multiple KRTs, including KW, KL, KD, KA, and KP,
using RILs derived from the public parent ZKM138 and Chuanmai44 (BC-RILs) [14]. When
its flanking markers KASP6A-2121 were used to genotype both BC-RILs and ZK-RILS, the
TKW and relative KRTs of ZKM138 genotypes were significantly higher than those of the
other genotype (Table 4), indicating that they were consistent QTLs harboring the putative
new genes, which has be demonstrated and discussed in the previous study [14]. In this
study, we discovered that KL, rather than KW, contributed more to kernel size, in contrast
to its nearby TaGW2 [15], which has a greater influence on KW and less influence on KL;
thus, we provide new evidence and insight to aid in the cloning and functional research of
this putative new gene.

In the long-term wheat selection and breeding process, the increase in kernel size
was a main character of domestication syndrome [5,42,43], whereas kernel shape was a
relatively recent breeding target because its influence on milling performance, such as
flour quality and yield, was noticed later, and thus, it contributed equally to determining
its market value [5]. As a result, a synergistic genetic improvement and optimization of
kernel size and shape, i.e., the acquisition of an ideal kernel morphology, may confer wheat
with a better overall performance in terms of yield and processing quality [19]. Three
QTL clusters were identified that primarily controlled kernel size (R4D, R6A, and R6D2)
and two QTL clusters that primarily affected kernel shape (R3D and R4B.1) in this study
(Figure 3, Table 3). The superior alleles that increased kernel size and its sub-components
for R4D, R6A, and R6D2 were all contributed by the high TKW and large-kernel parent,
ZKM138, which might also explain ZKM138’s elite yield performance (Figure 1; Table S2).
However, the alleles increasing kernel roundness for R3D and R4B.1, which more closely
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resemble the kernel performance of modern wheat varieties [5] were derived from ZKM138
and KCM2, respectively, which might also explain the similar kernel shape performance
between the two parents (Figure 1, Table S2). Additionally, there were differences in the
KCs affecting kernel shape in R3D and R4B.1, indicating that the increasing effect on KRD
contributed by ZKM138 in R3D was achieved by decreasing KL while simultaneously
increasing KW, whereas the increasing effect on KRD contributed by KCM2 in R4B.1 was
achieved primarily by increasing KW, indicating the diversity of these genetic control
mechanisms for kernel shape.

Previous studies have found that the genetic diversity present in ancestral wheat
species has been reduced through natural evolution and artificial selection, with the long
and thin kernel generally becoming wider and shorter in modern cultivars [5]. According
to previous opinions, KW contributed more to kernel size and TKW than KL and thus
should be improved in accordance with practical wheat breeding [6], which was also
consistent with our correlation analysis result (Figure 2), where TKW-KW had a higher
correlation coefficient (r = 0.91) than TKW-KL (0.48). Nonetheless, we identified a major
stable QTL, QKl.cib-6D2, that might primarily affect TKW via KL. Combining with previous
research, this locus, located in the interval around the checking KASP marker KASP14803,
demonstrated a pleiotropic effect on test weight and moisture content and might be in-
volved by a candidate gene TraesCS6D02G109500, encoding aleurone layer morphogenesis
protein [29], indicating that this putative candidate gene possibly simultaneously affected
kernel-weight-related traits but also processing quality related traits, which were primarily
determined by KL and in accordance with previous opinion [5]. As a result, the discovery
of this locus and the development of its linked KASP marker could provide additional
selection to improve kernel size and TKW by regulating KL, as well as the possibility of
preserving the diversity of different genetic resources. Surprisingly, the distribution of the
elite alleles at this locus in measured global cultivars was relatively high (77.50%) (Table 5),
indicating that this locus has been widely, albeit passively, used in modern breeding, but it
also demonstrated that the superiority of this locus exists, and thus, it could be retained in
such a diverse range of genetic background materials. Of course, about a quarter of the
material could still be improved for grain traits by selecting for superior genotypes at this
locus, improving the yield potential and processing quality of wheat from various genetic
backgrounds and cultivation regions. The flanking linked molecular marker discovered in
this study could aid MAS in achieving this goal.

Aside from the QTLs in R6A and R6D2 that have been found to be consistent with
previously reported QTLs [14,29], we discovered that the R4D, another critical region that
controls kernel size (Table 3) and is involved in TKW variation (Table 4), might be affected
by the well-known semi-dwarfing gene Rht2 [44]. The negative effect of Rht2 on TKW and
kernel traits has been reported [45,46], which was consistent with the findings of this study;
that is, ZKM138 was the allele donor of taller plants and larger kernel at this locus, which
could be explained by its reduction effect on cell size [44], and also with the conclusion
that the positive effect of this dwarfing gene on yield increasing was primarily through
increasing the trade-offing trait of TKW, kernel number rather than TKW [47].

Overall, this study’s comparison of traditional and conditional QTL mapping results
provided more information for us to screen and select the major causal traits for targeted
improvement of complex target traits by MAS.

5. Conclusions

On chromosomes 3D, 4B, 4D, 6A, and 6D, five critical genomic regions harboring major
stable QTLs for KRTs were identified, and the corresponding linked markers were screened
and developed for further MAS. By using both traditional and conditional QTL analysis, it
was discovered that R3D and R4B.1 primarily affected kernel shape and that R4D, R6A,
and R6D2 primarily controlled kernel size and contributed to TKW. At each individual
QTL level, the different contributions of the kernel components to kernel size and shape
were discussed, and the possible different genetic controlling mechanisms controlling these
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complex kernel morphological traits were presented, which might provide information for
further fine mapping and gene function validation. These newly identified QTLs and their
corresponding tracking markers, as well as genotype distribution information among the
measured global cultivars, supported us in selecting the appropriate genotypic materials to
genetically improve the kernel traits for optimum yield and quality performance.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at:
https://www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/agriculture12101718/s1, Table S1: The primer sequences
for KASP markers used in this study; Table S2: Phenotypic values for grain size related traits in the
two parents and in the ZK-RIL population; Table S3: The loci detected by conditional QTL analysis in
this study.
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